Fixed by jonny with 58231 - thanks!

In a number of plugins that have text fields (I suspect all of them that do) e.g
- MOUSEOVER for the label parameter or the
- INCLUDE plugin for the nopage_text field,

If these are edited in wysiwyg wiki pages (the full HTML wysiwyg version) and you add text that has single quotes in it, then some sort of ‘escaping’ seems to be happening.

Every time you edit the page more and more \ characters are added in front of the single quote character so a simple MOUSEOVER label that is supposed to say:
Hover over here to show a wiki syntax ‘sticky’ pop-up

Ends up as:

Hover over here to show a wiki syntax
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'sticky\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\’ pop-up

Where there can be hundreds of \ after a couple of edits, and opening the wysiwyg editor takes longer and longer – presumably because it is repetitively ‘escaping’.

Solution
r58231 i hope
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Comments

rjsmelo 19 Mar 16 09:28 GMT-0000
Hi Geoff, I couldn't reproduce this problem, using the full Wysiwyg editor, any chance you can get a demo up on show.tiki.org ?

Geoff Brickell 19 Mar 16 12:28 GMT-0000
having a problem with javascript not being enabled on the show instance - see email to the dev list
Constantin B 19 Mar 16 13:01 GMT-0000

I reproduced the problem on demo. Every time you edit main page extra \ are added to the plugin label. It looks to be related to every plugin setting in Wysiwyg mode

This was broken by this commit:
https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/55099/

**FIX plugins:** Escape double quotes in plugin arguments when edited in the plugin edit popup form (should allow mediaplayer type param to contain the codecs setting in the right format now)
in lib/parser/parserlib.php:1074
$argValue = addslashes($argValue);

Not sure why this line was added.

Jonny Bradley 19 Mar 16 15:07 GMT-0000

Nor am i now, but will look into it at some point, and i'll try and get the show instance working...

p.s. I reset the password to 12345 (before i spotted the note on the home page, sorry ;)

Nelson Ko 19 Mar 16 15:45 GMT-0000

show instance looks like it runs js to me now.... But anyway probably not needed as Constantin had found the offending line already. (thanks Constantin)

Jean-Marc Libs 19 Mar 16 21:58 GMT-0000

show instance looks fine to me as well.

I suspect it's this cookie problem.
Try removing all cookies, or at least all related to domain tikiwiki.org

Constantin B 26 Mar 16 21:13 GMT-0000
Indeed on show instance if edit plugin setting via small puzzle image it works ok. But when editing entire page, it keeps adding extra backslashes, can you confirm?
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